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Introduction

Earth is shaped by:

ENDOGENIC Processes
caused by forces from within the  

earth

EXOGENIC Processes

caused by forces related to the  
earth’s atmosphere,  

hydrosphere, geosphere,  
biosphere and their interactions

Anthropogenic activities

for instance through the  
increase of greenhouse gasses,  
leading to global warming, OR  

through dramatic changes in the  
land cover and land use

…may lead to potentially catastrophic events, even in locations that may be far away…

HAZARDS



HAZARDS

 Pose a level of threat to life, health, property, or environment

 Characteristics:

Magnitude: indicate the size of the event, or the energy released

Intensity: refers to the spatially varying effects

Example: Earthquake magnitude refers to the energy released by the ruptured fault (e.g.  

measured on the Richter scale) whereas the intensity refers to the amount of ground  

shaking which varies with the distance to the epicenter (e.g. measured on Modified  

Mercalli scale)

Magnitude-Frequency relationship: it is generally necessary to

collect historical data and carry out statistical analysis

Example: small events may occur often, and large events seldom



 Hazards may be potentially harmful to people, property, infrastructure,  

economy and activities, but also to the environment, which are all grouped  

together under the term Elements-at-risk or assets

 Exposure- indicate those elements-at-risk that are subject to potential losses

 Important elements-at-risk that should be considered in analyzing

potential damage of hazards are population, building stock, essential

facilities and critical infrastructure

ELEMENT at RISK



VULNERABILITY

 Vulnerability describes the characteristics and circumstances of a  

community, system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects  

of a hazard.

 Vulnerability aspects may be related to physical, social, economic, and  

environmental conditions

Example: When considering physical vulnerability only, it can be defined as the degree of  

damage to an object (e.g. building) exposed to a given level of hazard intensity (e.g. water  

height, ground shaking, and impact pressure)



RISK

Risk = The probability of harmful consequences, or expected losses

(deaths, injuries, property, livelihoods, economic activity disrupted or

environment damaged) resulting from interactions between (natural,

human-induced or man-made) hazards and vulnerable conditions in a

given area and time period.

Risk = Hazard × Vulnerability × Amount of elements-at-risk



Most simple: risk = exposure

Spatial overlay of:

 a hazard footprint of a particular event;

 and elements at risk.

Gives the number of elements at risk affected.  

Vulnerability is not used in this simple context.

Useful first  

approach Also a step  

in advanced risk  

assessment



Most simple: risk = exposure

Spatial overlay of:

 a hazard footprint of a particular event;

 and elements at risk.

Gives the number of elements at risk affected.  

Vulnerability is not used in this simple context.

- All components of the risk

equation are spatially

varying

- There is a need to have

spatially distributed info.



TYPES OF RISKS

RISK

Absolute terms

&  

Relative  

Terms

Direct

&  

Indirect  

Terms

The annual  
probability of a  
single exposed  
person to be killed  
(individual risk)

The relation  
between the  
annual probability  
and the number of  
people that could  
be killed (societal  
risk)

Destruction of  
physical  
objects (e.g.  
buildings,  
transportation  
infrastructure)

Disruption of  
transportation  
networks  
leading to longer  
travel time etc

Examples:



MULTI- HAZARD RISKS

 Independent Events

 Coupled Events

 One hazard changes conditions for the next

 Domino or cascading hazards



MULTI- HAZARD RISKS

 Independent Events: the hazards are independent and caused by different  

triggers

Example: earthquake hazard and flood hazard

 the expected losses from one hazard type are independent from the losses  

expected from the other hazard type.

 If that is the case, the risk can be calculated by adding the average annual

losses for the different types of hazard.



MULTI- HAZARD RISKS

 Independent Events

 Coupled Events: different hazard types that are triggered by the same  

triggering event

Example: the effect of an earthquake on a snow-covered building and the triggering of  

landslides by earthquakes occurring simultaneously with ground shaking and liquefaction

 The temporal probability of occurrence of such coupled events is the

same, = to the probability of occurrence of the triggering mechanism.

 For analyzing, when coupled events occur in the same area -- the hazard  

footprints overlap -- the processes will interact, and therefore the hazard  

modeling for these events should be done simultaneously, which is still  

very complicated.

 The best way to treat coupled risk is to take the maximum of the risks  

that are coupled



MULTI- HAZARD RISKS

 Independent Events

 Coupled Events:

 One hazard changes conditions for the next: the influence one hazard  

exerts on the disposition of a second hazard, though without triggering it

Example: fire-flood cycle: forest fires alter the susceptibility to debris flows and flash  

floods due to their effect on the vegetation and soil properties.

 very difficult to take this type of relationship into account

 The practice is to update a multi-hazard risk assessment each time after the  

occurrence of a major hazard event (like a volcanic eruption, major  

earthquake or hurricane)



MULTI- HAZARD RISKS

 Independent Events

 Coupled Events

 One hazard changes conditions for the next

 Domino or cascading hazards: consists of those that occur in chains-one  

hazard causes the next

Example: landslide might block a river, leading to the formation of a lake, which might  

subsequently result in a dam break flood or debris flow

 extremely difficult to quantify over certain areas

 Good practice: the use so-called event-trees



Multi-hazard in a mountainous environment, and their interrelationships



The triggering factors are indicated:  
earthquakes, meteorological extremes,  
and the contributing factors



The red arrows indicate  
the hazards triggered  
simultaneously (coupled  
hazards



The black arrows indicate the  
concatenated hazards: one  
hazard causing another  
hazard over time



(a) Snow accumulation causing 
snow avalanches



(b) Earthquakes triggering  
landslides and snow  
avalanches  
simultaneously



(c) extreme precipitation  
causing landslides, debris  
flows, flooding and soil erosion



(d) drought and/or lightning  
causing forest fires



(e) earthquakes  
causing technological  
hazards



Following the same logic…

(f)landslides and debris flows
damming rivers and causing
dam break floods,
(g)large rapid landslides or
rockfalls in reservoirs causing
water floods,
(h)debris flows turning into
floods in the downstream
torrent section;
(i) snow avalanches or forest
fires leading to soil erosion,
(j)forest fires leading to
surficial landslides, debris
flows and flash floods,
(k)landslides, debris flows or
floods leading to technological
hazards



DEFINITION

Risk Assessment is a process to determine
the probability of losses by analyzing
potential hazards and evaluating existing
conditions of vulnerability that could pose a
threat or harm to property, people,
livelihoods and the environment on which
theydepend

Risk assessment incorporates the risk
analysis and risk evaluation phases

Risk Analysis is the process that is used to  
understand the nature, sources, and  
causes of the risks that have been  
identified and to estimate the level of risk

Risk evaluation is the process that is used to
compare risk analysis results with risk
criteria in order to determine whether or not
a specified level of risk is acceptable or
tolerable



Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment



Quantitative Risk Assessment

RS = PT * P L * V *A

PT is the temporal (e.g. annual) probability of occurrence of a specifichazard

scenario (Hs) with a given return period in an area;

PL is the locational or spatial probability of occurrence of a specific hazard

scenario with a given return period in an area impacting the elements-at-

risk;

V is the physical vulnerability, specified as the degree of damage to a specific

element-at-risk Es given the local intensity caused due to the occurrence of

hazard scenario Hs

A is the quantification (value) of the specific type of element at risk evaluated.  

If the value is expressed in monetary terms, the risk may also be expressed  

as potential damage.



Quantitative Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment

P(T/HS) = the temporal probability of a certain hazard scenario (HS). A  

hazard scenario is a hazard event of a certain type (e.g. flooding) with a  

certain magnitude and frequency;

P(S/HS) = the spatial probability that a particular location is affected givena  

certain hazard scenario;

A(ER/HS) = the quantification of the amount of exposed elements-at-risk,  

given a certain hazard scenario (e.g. number of people, number of  

buildings, monetary values, hectares of land) and

V(ER/HS) = the vulnerability of elements at risk given the hazard intensity  

under the specific hazard scenario (as a value between 0 and 1)



Quantitative Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment

• GIS operations are used to analyze the
exposure as the intersection between
the elements-at-risk and the hazard
footprint area for each hazard scenario

• For each element-at-risk also the level
of intensity is recorded through a GIS-
overlay operation

• These intensity values are used in
combination with the element-at-risk
type to find the corresponding
vulnerability curve, which is then used
as a lookup table to find the
vulnerability value



Quantitative Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment

• The way in which the amount of elements-at-risk are characterized (e.g. as
number of buildings, number of people, economic value) also defines the way in
which the risk is calculated

• The multiplication of exposed amounts and vulnerability should be done for all
elements-at-risk for the same hazard scenario.



Quantitative Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment

• The results are multiplied with the spatial probability that the hazard footprint  
actually intersects with the element-at-risk for the given hazard scenario P(S/HS)

• The resulting value represents the losses, which are plotted against the temporal  
probability of occurrence for the same hazard scenario in a so-called risk curve

• The area under the curve is then calculated by
integrating all losses with their respective annual
probabilities

• This is repeated for all available hazard scenarios



Example:

Exposure results



Event tree Approach

 Is the best approach for analyzing hazard chains/domino or concatenated

 An event tree is a system, which is applied to analyze all the combinations

(and the associated probability of occurrence) of the parameters that affect

the system under analysis.

 All the analyzed events are linked to each other by means of nodes

 All possible states of the system are considered at each node

 Each state (branch of the event tree) is characterized by a defined value of  

probability of occurrence



Event tree Approach- EXAMPLE

 Situation: a rockfall in a lake may trigger a flood wave that would impact a village



Risk Matrix Approach

 Quantitative Assessment- difficult andcomplex:

- many aspects are not fully quantifiable

- have a very large degree of uncertainty

- difficulty to define hazard scenarios, map and characterize the EaR

- define the vulnerability using vulnerability curves

 In order to overcome these problems, the risk is often assessed using the so-

called risk matrices or consequences-frequency matrices

 CFM are diagrams with consequence and frequency classes on the axes



Risk Matrix Approach

classes of consequences (or expected losses)
of the hazardous events on one axis

classes of frequency of the hazardous events
on the other axis



Which one to use?



CASE STUDY:

Disaster Risk Preparedness and Management of Berat

 Brief history of Berat

Berat is inscribed as a rare example of an architectural  

character typical of the Ottoman period

Attributes and Values:

1. Architecture: a) Byzantine Churches (architectural,  

artistic, Christian and spiritual tradition preserved,  

historic, education value); b) Mosques build under the  

Ottoman era (architectural, spiritual tradition, historic);

c) Fortifications (archaeological, architectural,  

historic); d) Vernacular buildings (ottoman  

architecture, social, functional values, continuously  

inhabited, economic)

2.Coexistence (combination of various religious and  

cultural traditions)

3. Artisan tradition (artistic, craft values)

4.Urban heritage (diversity of urban societies,  

landscape, lifestyle)

5. Landscape (environment values, geological value).
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